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Creative workspace for music & sound.
New studios available soon.

Editor’s letter
After a really successful start to the
year and our first issue running out
quickly, (fear not, it’s still available to
download at discoveringtottenham.
com/magazine), I can’t believe
we’re already bringing you issue
two, which has the theme Music &
Performance.
After a focus on everything food
and drink, it was a no brainer to tell
you all about Tottenham’s music
and performing arts. With success

@Ten87studios
www.ten87studios.com

www.ten87studios.com

stories like Adele, Wretch 32 and
Dennis Bovell, and a number of
amazing upcoming artists and
producers, Tottenham is spoilt for
choice when it comes to musical
talent. We’ve even made you a
playlist (see page 5).
Don’t miss our event with some
emerging young talent on 26 July
at the Antwerp Arms (more details
will be available on our website discoveringtottenham.com).

Hazel Brown
Founder & Editor
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Playlist: Ten artists out of Tottenham
We selected ten artists who have a strong connection to Tottenham. Check out the playlist on our website and visit
discoveringtottenham.com/2018/05/22/tottenhamplaylist/ to listen and watch.
Photo: Tinseltown / Shutterstock.com

Avelino (feat. Stormzy & Skepta) - Energy
A large number of rappers have come
out of Tottenham, including Avelino and
Skepta. The video shows recognisable
sites including the Seven Sisters snail
mural, Chestnuts Community Centre,
Black Boy Lane, and the infamous Chick
King up near the Spurs ground.

Shauna Shadae ft. SNE & Ms Banks - Mi Like
Remix
Mi Like was the first single Shauna Shadae
released in the summer of 2016. Having
already collaborated with SNE and Ms
Banks, this Jamaican-born Tottenham-ite
is one to keep an eye on.

Adele - Rolling in the Deep
A playlist about Tottenham musicians
wouldn’t be complete without one of the
biggest selling artists of recent times.
Adele recently appeared on The Sunday
Times Rich List and has an estimated net
worth of £140 million.

Photo: Shutterstock.com

General Skank - I Lost My Way
General Skank formed in 2013. I Lost My
Way was mentioned in our interview with
DJ Sapphire (page 9), a reggae singer in
the band. I Lost My Way was played on
David Rodigan’s show on Radio 1Xtra.
(Photo above. Left: DJ Sapphire. Right:
Kiko Bun, who wrote and sang the track).
Dennis Bovell - Rowing 12”
We saw an exclusive performance by
Dennis Bovell at the welcome event for
the new chair of the Bernie Grant Arts
Centre, Dotun Adebayo, earlier this year.
His smooth voice is one of the best things
we’ve heard in a long time.

Wretch 32 - Tell Me ft. Kojo Funds, Jahlani
Wretch 32, or Jermaine Scott Sinclair,
was born and raised in Tottenham to
a Jamican mother. Wretch is also the
nephew of Stafford Scott who co-founded
the Broadwater Farm Defence campaign
in 1985.

Demon Boyz - This is a Jam
Demon D, Mike J and DJ Devastate,
aka Demon Boyz, are originally from
Tottenham. They began rapping in their
teens and took the hip hop world by
storm. This is a Jam appeared on their
first album Hard As Hell. (Photo above:
DJ Devastate)
Collective X - Take A Moment
Alya Al-Sultani, who’s latest collaboration
with Clemens Christian Poetzsc is called
Collective X, was born in Southern Iraq
and grew up in Tottenham. She is label
boss and artist for SLSA, Black Wave &
Two Rivers Records.
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM

Etta Bond - Surface
Etta Bond, originally from Cambridge
is now based in Tottenham. She has
collaborated with Tottenham rappers
including Wretch 32, Skepta and Avelino.
Surface is the latest single by Etta which
was released on 17 May.
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Miraa May - ‘N15’ prod. Salaam Remix
We had to include Miraa May’s N15. In
the track, she refers to her home town as
‘Totti’ and the video shows her walking
around Tottenham. You can see sites
including Seven Sisters Road, Seven
Sisters Market and Tottenham Green.

Tottenham’s WondRWomN

A Truefitt Collective

How long have you been writing,
recording and producing your own
music?
I have been writing lyrics since I was in
primary school. I used to rewrite popular
songs and make them into my own and
I’ve always loved creative writing,
because it allowed me to use my
imagination to create. I recorded my
first song when I was 17 in a family
friend’s studio. Prior to this, I had
experimented with producing and
recording my own music at home,
which I continued to do until I opened
up my own studio last July.

A Truefitt Collective are a professional
dance theatre start up based in the 639
Enterprise Centre in North Tottenham.
Run by Ross and Kasia Truefitt, they
produce professional shows (currently
on their fourth – Love & Spaghetti –
which questions the conventions of
human relationships), and provide free
and affordable professional training to
primary school children in Tottenham.

You are one of few women who run
their own recording studio - what
made you decide that this is what
you wanted to do?
Like any other music maker, the
dream has always been to have my
own recording studio, where there are no
restrictions and I can make music. Last
year I was uncertain with the direction
I wanted to go in, as I no longer had
premises to operate The RecordShop,
so I had to make a decision on how to

What’s your biggest motivation?
I love to engage the crowd and feed off
their energy. My biggest motivation is
the challenge – whether that is getting
on stage, fighting nerves, looking at the

crowd, trying to impress, showcasing
my skills or entertaining the audience.
I feel sometimes, just being on stage
facing the crowd already sets some sort
of opposition (them against me) and you
just get this energy where you naturally
feel like ‘I have something to prove’.
How long have you been working in
Tottenham?
Two and half years. This is where it all
started, as far as me having the ability to
turn a social action project into my fulltime business. Tottenham has had an
extremely positive impact on my career.
WondRWomN has just released her first
EP, The Girl Next Door, That Raps, on her
own label Prodigies of Nature and was
produced at her recording studio. The
Girl Next Door, That Raps is available on
all popular platforms and on her website.
WondRWomN has also released a short
documentary on YouTube about the
making of her EP, directed by Richie
Luwawa.
wondrwomn.com
therecshop.co.uk

ZEN RECORDS
Keeping Vinyl Alive
Rare groove, reggae,
reggae revival,
pop & rock,
UK garage and more
Buys and sells
7”, 12”, LPs
11.30am - 6.30pm
Zen Records,
69 Broad Lane,
Tottenham,
London N15 4DJ
Robert - 020 8365 1145
Photos: Joanna Bongard www.joannabongard.com

aimed at four to 11-year-olds, and kicks
off in September. Kasia said, ‘It’s using
theatre and dance to question emotions
that you’re going to feel as a child, as
you’re growing up, accepting it’s OK
to be sad or angry and how you deal
with those emotions... Reminding them
about imagination, creativity and the
importance of moving - having a chance
to connect the mind and body.’

Kasia explained, ‘Our ethos is to reach They have funding to work with ten
out to communities who don’t have the primary schools which will each receive
opportunities to pay for actual training.’ one day of free performance and dance
workshops. They also run a regular class
They specialise in contemporary after school on a Friday and the students
dance with theatre, including cabaret, are working towards a show.
performance, jazz, street dance and
In the future they want to be able to take
ballet technique.
children through professional training
Kasia has a Masters of the Arts in and awards, which could eventually
Choreography and enjoys creating lead to them becoming employed by the
dance theatre using people’s stories. professional arm of the company.
She has always had a keen interest in
community dance and hopes to help Love & Spaghetti is showing at The Blue
Elephant Theatre on 31 May.
children understand mental health.
Their current project Magical Minds is atruefittcollective.com

Verity Lane
Originally from Tottenham, Verity Lane
is talented artist and composer. A
quarter Indian, her mum was born in
India, and her Dad is from Tottenham.
Verity has been composing since the
age of six. ‘Every time I learnt a new
note on the violin I would write a new
piece for that note.’ As a young child
she composed a piece on the violin,
By The Brook. Her parents accidentally
entered it into the adult category of
a competition and it won! At the age
of 10 she studied composition with the
late Indian composer John Mayer and
received a scholarship from the Borough
of Enfield to study at the Royal Academy
of Music at age 14.

In 2005 Verity moved to Japan to study
part of her SOAS degree in Japanese
and Music, at a Japanese University.
She was based in Osaka and loved it.
‘The energy in that city is incredible, the
food, the people, the culture.’ Once she
graduated she decided to live in Kyoto.
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM

Top to bottom: Kasia Truefitt, Love &
Spaghetti, children’s class

time is quite linear. You’ve got the start
and you’ve got the finish, but in Indian
and Japanese music there’s a constant
progression so that felt natural to me...
It has a big impact on how you perform,
play and write.’
Her recent projects usually have a theme.
One last year was yugenism. ‘The whole
project was a series of pieces and stories
that I’d translated into English from
Japanese. There were four pieces in total
with music, animations and dance.

Photo: Sean Kelly

Photo: Samuelle Durojaiye

sustain my youth programme so I made
the decision to be the manager of my
own premises,. This helped support my
own music and develop as a business
owner.

She studied her Masters in composition at
a Japanese music college - she was the
first non-Japanese student to study there
and the whole course was in Japanese.
She then ran a small music venue there
and became quite well known.
As she was studying she realised that
the ‘western’ structure of music didn’t
feel right and for the past 10 years she
has been working on developing her
own musical structure which is a mix of
Japanese and Indian music. ‘Over here
7

Verity explained that her proudest
moment was putting on a show at T
Chances with well known Japanese
artists, Etsuko Takezawa and Ko
Ishikawa. ‘To be able to get such
international stars play in my home town
is surreal - bringing my life from Japan
here.’
Verity has recently been working on a
film score for a four minute German film,
she has a commission for 300 Japanese
flutes for August and is creating a
birdsong piece for a Japanese origami
performance artist and a violinist.
facebook.com/veritycomposer/

Tottenham DJ and VJ Mr. Dex
Five Miles is a bar,
club and brewery
in Seven Sisters.
our soundsystem was built in collaboration with some of
the best acousticians and speaker
designers in Europe
Our middle eastern inspired kitchen torshi
is open for lunch and dinner
our 18 taps are dedicated to serving the best local and
international beers, including our very own hale brewing
come see us. EVERYONE welcome.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Closed
11am - 11pm
11am - 12am
11am - 2am
11am - 4am
12pm - 4am
12pm - 11pm

five miles
39b Markfield Road
London
N15 4QA
www.fivemiles.london
@fivemileslondon

Nigel Hosten aka Mr. Dex was born and
raised in Tottenham, has been DJing
since ‘97, and VJing since 2010. He
runs audio-visual night Watch Out Now
at Radicals & Victuallers in Islington (first
Saturday of the month from 2 June) and
Drink, Shop + Do in Kings Cross (last
Saturday of the month from 28 July).
He works with DJ agency Bunch of
Deckheads, was a DJ on Itch FM, and
teaches mixing and DJing skills at Point
Blank Music College in Hoxton.

FM, The Dex Files, which is available to
stream on his Mixcloud. ‘I was trying to
give exposure to the music I was really in
to, but I didn’t feel was getting promoted
through the main commercial outlets.
The show was a fusion of soul inspired
music, heavy drums and electronica...
authentic music made with integrity not
just for popularity.’

in LA, and has had mixes featured on
Eminem’s Shade 45 radio station.
Nigel realised DJing was what he wanted
to do when music began to interfere with
everything else. ‘I was at uni studying
marketing and at night I was doing street
promoting for a couple of record labels.
When I should have been studying, I was
out promoting and in clubs.’
It didn’t stop there. ‘When I started
working a similar thing happened.’ He
got a job as a tour DJ whilst working at a
bank. ‘I had to leave work early, drive up
to Leeds to do a show, come back that
morning and in two hours be at work... It
got to the point where I thought maybe
I should focus on this and give it my full
attention.’

‘I got introduced to hip hop in the late 80s,
saw the role that the DJ played, thought
it was cool and wanted to have a go.’ He
wasn’t allowed to practise on his parents
equipment but from time to time their
neighbour, DJ Munchie, let him have
a go on his. When Nigel had managed
to save enough money to purchase his
own, he practised for hours until he was
able to get his first gig. He bought a lot
of his records from Body Music near
Seven Sisters (which is still going now
but they have since moved to a smaller
shop) and now closed Just 4 The Beat,
on Tottenham High Road.

Mr. Dex’s top tip for new DJs is: ‘It’s not
possible for people to like everything
but it’s important to be open minded
to music or try and understand why
people like certain things. I think if you’re
quite narrow minded it can restrict the
opportunities that might lie ahead for
you.’

Nigel said when it comes to success
‘there’s been a lot of small victories.’ He
has played at the Jazz Cafe in Camden,
held a two year residency in Norway,
played sets in The Netherlands, has
Mr. Dex had a long-running show on Itch appeared as a guest on Dublab radio instagram.com/mr_dex

DJ Sapphire of Smooth Jazz Lounge
Melanie Whittaker, also known as DJ
Sapphire, is a reggae singer in General
Skank, DJ on Real Music FM and is
founder and host of Smooth Jazz Lounge,
a monthly night now based at Balabam
in South Tottenham. Melanie was also
nominated for the Haringey Unsung
Women’s Award this March.
Melanie started DJing in 2013, holding
a smooth jazz night at Run Rabbit Run
in Islington, and she decided to upload a
mix to Soundcloud to promote the night.
‘When I uploaded it I found out people
from all over the world could listen...
I got a bit of a shock when a guy from
America said this mix is amazing.’ It still
gets played 600 times a day.
She had an eight month residency at now
closed Cottons restaurant in Islington,
and moved into the Bernie Grant Arts
Centre in October 2015 introducing a live
performance element a few months later.
They moved into Balabam this February.
Attendees can expect everything from
reggae, smooth jazz or even a brass
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM

band. We popped into a show and there released a music video. They’ve played
was lots of dancing!
at festivals including Kendal Calling, on
the same bill as Madness, Secret Garden
Melanie started performing in a blues Party and BoomTown. The band’s line up
band with her boss, Roger Bolt, in the late includes percussion, guitar, bass, keys,
90s. (She works at Bolt Burdon Kemp saxophone, trombone, trumpet and two
lead singers.
Melanie has been DJing on Real Music
FM for about a year, playing smooth jazz
and reggae jazz. She got chatting to a
guy from Real Music FM and a week later
she had a trial and was offered a Sunday
evening slot. ‘I think the first 15 minutes I
was just shaking and sweating. After that
I didn’t mind because I was playing music
that I love.’
Smooth Jazz Lounge is the first Thursday
of the month at Balabam. Melanie’s radio
solicitors during the day). ‘It was my first show is on Real Music FM between 7pm
and 9pm every Sunday.
introduction to live music and I loved it!’
Five years ago, Melanie joined General
Skank as a singer. One of their songs,
I Lost My Way, received Radio 1Xtra
airplay by David Rodigan and they
9

Melanie is DJing at Jazz Fest at Lordship
Hub, Lordship Rec on 27 May.
facebook.com/sapphiresmusic
sapphiresmusic2016@gmail.com

Forgotten Circus School is based in High
Cross Centre on Fountayne Road. There
are three directors: founder Luke Shaw,
FC school manager Lindsey Higgins,
and head of content and design Rachel
Hardwick. They run the school from
their bright and spacious live-in studio
alongside a number of teachers.
Forgotten Circus School offer a range
of classes and intensive courses, teambuilding days, rehearsal space and private
hire. They also provide photography, rig
hire and are a performer booking agency.
They run an events and promotions
company with the same name and
performed at a number of festivals last
summer.

explained that they try to make sure that
their classes are the best value possible
and they create classes and workshops
based on what their students want to
study. ‘We listen to what people want and
create it which is cool because we end
up doing things that we never imagined.
We’re going to do unicycle lessons and
we’re doing a peg stilts workshop.’
In between all their other commitments
Lindsey and Luke still manage to train
every evening so you could say they have
achieved their initial goal.

The most common thing that they hear
is ‘I’d love to do that but I’m not strong
enough.’ Lindsey explained, ‘When I
started doing this, I couldn’t do anything, I
couldn’t do a push up, I couldn’t do a pull
In the future, Lindsey would like to do up, I certainly couldn’t lift my own weight.
workshops to support people with PTSD You develop that with practise.’
‘If you think that you can’t do something
then you won’t be able to do it. You need
to think I don’t know how to do this, but
I can know how to do this and then my
body will be able to do it.’

Their wide range of classes include ropes,
silks, trapeze, straps, contortion, hand
stands and balance, aerial yoga, flexibility,
floor based acrobatics, acrobalance, stilts,
juggling, hula hooping, dance workshops,
and children’s classes.

Forgotten Circus like to have mixed ability
classes because ‘complete beginners can
see and speak to people and see their
progression. If you put the work in and
believe in yourself then you can do it.’

Photos: Rachel Hardwick

We sat down with Lindsey Higgins
who, alongside running the business
(which is a full time job in itself), works
as a veterinary nurse three days a
week. When she met Luke (in a straps
class) she started helping him with the
Forgotten Circus events business.

At the time, they were travelling an hour
and a half each way to train four times
a week. ‘We kept thinking “we really
like doing this everyday and want to
continue it so what would allow that to
happen?” Through the events company
we already knew quite a lot about rigging
and had quite a lot of equipment.’ After
sitting down and sharing ideas, they
decided that starting the circus school
would give them an affordable way to
continue studying the skills.

and other mental health issues. She
told us how aerial can help with this.
‘Having that feeling of being off the floor
and being weightless and not having
any of the pressures pushing down on
you - I personally know that is my antidepressant. It’s the same with Luke.
Circus makes you really truly happy
and you feel like you can get away from
‘We wanted people to come into an everything that stresses you out. That’s
environment which makes them feel like want we want to try and make sure we
home... The attitude people have when give to everyone that comes here.’
they practise here is so incredible and
the community that come here are so Lindsey told us that the classes are
supportive especially with each other...’
‘suitable for everybody’. The Forgotten
Circus teachers, along with Lindsey,
Lindsey specialises in aerial hoop and assess each class to ensure that each
conditioning and teaches eight classes a person is able to achieve what they
week for both adults and children. Lindsey need to in a lesson. ‘Nobody is pushed
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM

to do anything further than they want
to. However, we always push to see
improvement and growth. If you were a
complete beginner I would probably tell
you to try trapeze or aerial hoop because
you can sit on them if you get tired... Silk,
rope and straps all rely on you holding
yourself up... You need to use your body
to pull yourself up.’
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‘I’ve got four personal trainers who come
here to use the fitness that they have.
You strengthen and you stretch and
it’s holistically good for your body and
stress levels. At the same time, I have
people that would be absolutely terrified
just to even sit in the hoop. It looks high,
you’ve got a crash mat underneath you
and when you’re up there it looks pretty
scary, but when you overcome that fear
and do something that looks incredible
that feeling in itself is so powerful. To
watch people break through those mental
challenges is just incredible.’

Lindsey’s favourite circus skills are hoop
(which is where she started), chains and
rope. The chains are the same chains
you would use to lift up a car! ‘You can
use them as loops or you can use it like a
rope so you can hang it down and climb
it and do twists and turns in it.’
Lindsey thinks some of the skills you
learn in circus, such as being patient and
waiting for changes to happen by putting
work in, can be used as life tools.
‘In this day and age you want everything
yesterday because there’s no time... I
think we really lack that idea of building
something that’s meaningful and it
shows in interpersonal relationships
as well. Having something like this,
even if you don’t want to perform in it,
to allow yourself the space to grow,
change, adapt and develop - to allow
that frustration of not having it instantly
to disappear, means everything else in
your life becomes a little bit more like you
have more time. Everything becomes a
bit clearer, you can see the steps laid
out in front of you and start to apply it to
everything you do.’
‘Come and learn to fly!’ For classes,
visit forgottencircusschool.co.uk
For event production and performer
services go to forgottencircus.co.uk

Photos: Rachel Hardwick

Forgotten Circus School

Forgotten Circus has also worked across
a number of big events. Most notably at
Bedales’ anniversary (one of the oldest
drama and performing arts schools in
the country). ‘We put up a rig, we did
teaching on the rig and then we coordinated a performance. It was nice to
be a part of that as it’s a huge part of the
performance world.’

Nearly all of the Forgotten Circus
teachers are performers. ‘The dream was
to bring in people from beginner stage up
to professional level depending on their
goals and aspirations. For those looking
to pursue careers, we have the resources
to help them create routines and in house
photographers and videographers to
help with portfolios and showreels. We
aim to create an outlet for them to learn
and grow and to help educate in rigging,
industry standards and expectations’.
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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Greenaway & Greenaway

the mood or a skeleton track with a
structure or tempo to work to. That sets
the tone to create a visual story board.
From that story board we would work on
each scene and shot or then go out and
shoot stuff and bring that in. All those
elements come together over time,
especially if we’re making the music as
well. It’s beautiful when you’re at the
point of sculpting both at the same time,
but they’ve already grown together to
that point and you’re just making them
fit really well.’

A lot of Jude’s music work is electronic
but he’s also written some classical
pieces. ‘I once made a piece of music
that was played by a small orchestra
which was pretty special.’
He enjoys producing vinyl and explained,
‘making a vinyl is a true commitment to
putting out the tracks, it’s worth making
the effort to believe in the music and
have other people play it’.
Jude has just put out the fifth release for
his label Modified Magic and is working

with two new artists for Yellow Machines.
He has his own release coming out on a
Spanish electronic label under the name
ScanOne.
Visit discoveringtottenham.com to view
some videos of Jude’s work and see it
come to life.
greenawayandgreenaway.com
soundcloud.com/yellow-machines
www.yellow-machines.bandcamp.com

‘The sound is 50% of the emotion in
terms of how you experience a piece
of work... I think if you can convey that
emotion and have that down early on
everything comes together.’
Jude told us that their biggest installation
was a commission from Ron Arad for a
project in the Roundhouse. Ron had
designed and built a 360 degree curtain
made out of 8000 silicon rods and
different artists were commissioned to
come up with a unique design to take
over the space. ‘We wanted to work with
the idea of architecture... rotating the
space, taking details of the Roundhouse
itself, twisting them up and throwing
them back on themselves.’

Part of the Greenaway & Greenaway installation at the Roundhouse

Tottenham-based Jude Greenaway is
half of Greenaway & Greenaway, which
he runs alongside his brother, Jolyon,
who is based in Berlin. They specialise
in both commercial and artistic audiovisual work. They cover a range of
skills including motion graphics, filming,
editing and post production across
different media including huge screens,
projection and LEDs. Jude also runs two
vinyl and digital record labels, Yellow
Machine (‘experimental underground
electronic with references to electro,
old school hardcore, electronica and
dub’) and Modified Magic (‘old school
hardcore, jungle and bleep’). When we
visited Jude at his studio on Markfield
Road, he had just got the test pressing
back for his fifth release on Modified
Magic.
Jude told us that before he moved into
his current space three years ago, he
had seen the space chalked out on the
floor.
‘I think it’s a bit of a shame that there’s
not more community between the artists.
It is a healthy mix of different people
doing different things. I do like it here.
It’s crazy to see how much this part of
Tottenham has changed over the time
that I’ve been here.’
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM

music video, Electric, which Jude found
‘really good fun.’ He continued ‘we did
all the post production and editing.’ They
also produced a video for The Who which
was played just before the fireworks at
the closing ceremony of the London
Olympics in 2012. ‘That was a video
about celebrating people. It was a few
days of walking across London shooting
video portraits of lots of different people.
Jude explained that if he had to split the Fast paced edits covering a crossroles between himself and Jolyon, ‘Jo section of all types of life across the city.’
focuses on motion and moving graphics
and I’m much more editing and sound. At the time of our interview, Greenaway
We both come up with ideas and help & Greenaway had just finished working
on the AV tour content for the band
each other form projects.’
Current Value. They are also working
Jude previously worked for Light with a tourist museum in Norway.
Surgeons making and editing club
visuals and music. When he decided he We asked how Jude finds working with
wanted a change, Jude and Jo trialled his brother in another country. ‘I think it’s
some projects together producing some quite healthy doing that. Getting full use
video content and music videos for out of What’s App - it works for us.
bands. This went really well and that
was the beginning of their business, ‘I’d be in here editing stuff or composing
a track, Jo would be designing and
Greenaway & Greenaway.
animating elements and then we’d bring
‘We’ve been fortunate enough to work those together in an edit with music.’
with a wide range of clients, from big
brands to quite big pop names, through Jude explained that when they start
working on a new project, they work
to doing our own artistic work as well.’
on the music first ‘Or [we] at least have
Jude and Jo worked on Pet Shop Boys the idea of the kind of track, the BPM,
Jude said, ‘I’ve been doing this kind of
stuff since school. I’ve always known I
wanted to do something creative.’ He
studied a BTEC in graphics and film and
then completed a degree in graphics
and animation at Maidstone College.
This was followed by a Masters in fine
art video, which he completed in the
south of France.
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A still from The Who video which was screened at the closing ceremony of the London Olympics in 2012

They created a 10 minute experience
where people could go inside and
outside the space and be ‘taken away
into this trippy architectural world.’ Jude
told us.
‘I did a lot of filming where I managed to
get up in the rafters of the Roundhouse.
We did lots of tracking shots, pans of
lovely details of the architecture. We
created this other world out of these
elements of the Roundhouse and
designed it into this wrapping 360 film
which was then projected back into the
space.’
They also created the music to go
alongside the experience. Jude told
us the project was technically quite
challenging and ‘it was very rewarding
to have our work seen in that way’.

Above: still from the music video for Pet Shop Boys Electric. Below: London 2012 Olympics closing
ceremony

We asked Jude if he preferred working
on a big scale. ‘One of the things we’re
really interested in is films for spaces
and designing films for environments.’
Jude has always been practising visual
art and music has always been a side
passion. ‘I’ve DJed for years and have
been buying records since the early
90s.’ It was in the late 90s that he started
making music. ‘The two have grown
together.’ He explained.
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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Sharon (Jahla Rasheart)

Tottenham Community Choir

Park Road and done
community performances
at Tottenham Ploughman
Festival and Riverfest
and a small group of them
recently performed at St
Ann’s Hospice. They have
also commissioned some
orchestral arrangements.
Their next concert will
Nicki works with an accompanist, Kelly, be on 22 June at Lamb
who is a university student. They cover Festival,
All
Saints
a broad range of repertoire, which is Church, Edmonton.
selected by a performance and repertoire
committee, including classical, jazz, Nicki is clear on what their biggest
gospel, pop, folk and world music. They success is. ‘Being a thriving happy
have also sung in Japanese, French, community choir... to be here after all this
time. There’s such a nice atmosphere
Hebrew and Italian.
and energy...’
‘Some pieces we learn with music, some
by ear, sometimes we start with music ‘Everyone is welcome. People sometimes
and we change it, so we’re quite flexible.’ say I’d love to come to your choir but I
Nicki told us. ‘I’m quite happy for people can’t sing. I say, “You’ve got the most
to make mistakes and those mistakes to learn then haven’t you?” This choir
has been very good to people over the
can be really good.’
years. People might have been through
The choir has sung alongside the some very dark times and situations
London Medical Orchestra in Tollington mentally and physically, but the choir
We visited the Tottenham Community
Choir, based in Chestnuts Community
Centre in South Tottenham, and had a
chat with their musical director of seven
years, Nicki Williamson. The choir is run
by a committee of volunteers drawn from
the membership, and is funded by subs
and fundraising activities such as cake
sales.

Sharon, also known as Jahla Rasheart,
is a yoga and fitness instructor,
saxophonist, studio owner, engineer,
producer and co-owner of Rasheart
record label. Born and raised in
Tottenham, she has lived in the area for
more than 40 years.

Sharon later decided to set up her own
studio, Empressive Studio, based on
what she’d learnt. ‘This place was about
people having the space to be creative
without being influenced or anybody
else being part of that process.
‘I’m focusing on creating and producing
good quality sounding content with
positive messages that the community
can connect with.’
Sharon wanted to make Empressive
Studio a space that supports women
in music. ‘[I envisioned it being]
somewhere for them to go where they’re
not intimidated in an environment that’s
male dominated, either working on the
technological side or as a musician,
songwriter or artist.’
Sharon works on a lot of her own
productions and has a reggae label,
Rasheart, which she co-runs with reggae
artist Selvie Wonder.
Sharon is currently working on an album
for Selvie with some new rhythms and
tracks. She is also working on a rhythm
sampler album, which will have varied
interpretations of an instrumental piece
by different reggae artists.
Selvie writes most of the lyrics and
Sharon
produces
the
rhythms,
interpreting his lyrical flow and ideas into
music. ‘I take the vocals down, usually to
timing, and from there I can hear what’s
going on and start laying down sounds
underneath it... You might get an input
of me playing the sax to add a bit of
texture.’
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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Sharon has been recording and
producing music since 2004 and set up
her first recording studio over 10 years
ago. She has four children and when her
youngest was two she decided to return to
education to study music management.
During that time she pursued keyboard
skills, music theory, music production
and studio engineering.

has really helped. That’s probably the
thing I have enjoyed the most. This is a
chance for me to give back, and also be
part of something that really helps in the
community.’
‘Singing makes you feel good - that’s our
motto.’
There is no audition and they welcome
volunteers across a range of roles. They
rehearse every Tuesday between 7.30pm
and 9.30pm, including a break for tea and
cake.
tottenhamcommunitychoir.org

New Tottenham Singers
Sharon has been on tour with Selvie
and has performed as a saxophonist
and backing vocalist at some of their
gigs, as well as acting as his manager
and booking agent. Although Sharon has
performed live she explained, ‘I’m on the
technical side and I prefer it that way.’
Although Sharon’s own music has a
reggae focus, as a sound and studio
engineer, she has worked across
different genres including rock, pop, rap,
grime, soul, gospel, afrobeats, calypso
and soca. She is also working on some
new tracks of her own that she describes
as urban fusion. ‘I’ve let my creativity go
without being honed into a certain style
or genre.’
Sharon is also a certified Basu yoga
instructor, an Exercise To Music instructor
and teaches Kemetic Ancient Egyptian
Yoga at the Tottenham Community
Sports Centre (if you’re looking for some
chilled out exercise – this is for you). The
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Singers rehearse weekly
at the Bernie Grant
Arts Centre and since
their conception in late
2010 have undertaken
65 performances. Tom
explained that the choir
aims to ‘actively and
positively
represent
the community through
high quality musical
performance’.

Kemetic Yoga class costs £5 and runs
twice a week on Monday at 8pm and
Thursday at 11am.
Sharon
also
runs
family-friendly
Reggaetivity ‘connecting communities’
sessions, at Redmond Community
Centre, on the Woodbury Downs estate
in Manor House, on Tuesdays at 6pm.
The class combines the meditational
movements of Kemetic Yoga with reggaeaerobics, soca-aerobics and Zumba.
‘Anything that gets you up, moving and
happy!’ It’s £3 to attend or £5 with a child
and is followed by a free vegan supper
club, Vital n Ital, at 7.30pm. The supper
club receive food surplus as donations
from local shops, Sainsbury’s Local,
Seasons & Blossoms and the Felix
Delivery Project in Enfield.
empressivestudio@gmail.com
rasheart.bandamp.com
Facebook: Sekhem Arts Holistic
Health Fitness Nutrition & Wellbeing

DT sat in on one of the rehearsals for
the New Tottenham Singers, and chatted
to Gemma Waring who is a member of
the choir and helps with the day to day
running and logistics.

Every piece that they
study is leading up to a performance and,
from what we saw, the choir is incredibly
hard working.

pop. They even had a jazz Christmas
show with a swing band (one of Gemma’s
personal favourites), and they sang the
campaign song for the Antwerp Arms.
A notable performance was of the Mozart
Requiem at St Ignatious Church in 2014
with an audience of over 600 people, and
was the first time they performed a major
classical work.
This year they are working towards a
fundraiser for a church in June, a free
remembrance concert in November
(which will be their biggest event ever)
where they will be singing the Eternal
Light Requiem by composer Howard
Goodall accompanied by an orchestra,
and a Christmas concert a month later.

Gemma told us, ‘We’ve got people who
have never sung before, alongside
The choir’s musical director, Tom Fowkes, people who are quite experienced and They have already started working on the
selects music up to 18 months in advance, more experienced members help others repertoire for their upcoming shows, and
and is supported by assistant musical in the group.’
recommend that attendees begin at the
director Ann Bennett. They also have an
start of term so that they start work on
official committee who contribute towards The choir covers a mix of styles including new material together.
the running of the choir. New Tottenham classical, musical theatre, old music, and tottenhamsingers.com
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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had a vision to deliver affordable classes
to the community that everyone could
access. They are involved in a range of
activities from performances, the world
hip hop championships (last year their
under 14s came 12th out of 42 crews.
Two quads came second and third out of
76 entrants and an under eight came first
in her solo), they are appearing at Notting
Hill Carnival this year, and some of their
students are signed up to agencies for
commercial work.

Abena told us that she enjoys seeing her
students overcome a challege. ‘Shimari,
when I first started teaching him, had two
moves on rotation... I watched him at a
competition and I was crying, his mum
and I side by side, seeing how much
he’d grown. With Crystal we’ve asked her
to be an assistant coach... and it goes
back to the idea of putting back in to the

Steppaz dancers appearing in the show,
Ruth, Crystal and Shamani explained
what they were looking forward to:
Ruth: ‘I’m looking forward to bringing the
community together, dancing and having
a fun time dancing with my friends.’

Photo: Visual Marvelry

has teamed up with Steppaz Performing
Arts Academy and Empire Sounds to
create a night of dancing and live music.
We had a chat with Abena Noel,
Steppaz’s Artistic Director, responsible
for choreography, along with three of
the Steppaz dancers (Ruth (16), Crystal
(14), Shamani (12); and Empire Sounds
founders, Josh and Mekel, who have been
working on SESSION since January last
year. Mekel is also one of the production
LIFT work with the Tottenham UpLifters, managers for SESSION.
a group of 30 teenagers from Duke’s
Aldridge Academy and The Vale School Coming up to their fifth year anniversary,
based on the Northumberland Park Steppaz are a performing arts company
estate, who are taking part in this year’s based in Tottenham and Edmonton. They
work with 128 kids and young people from
festival in Nightwalks with Teenagers.
age three to 18 and now have an adult
We got a sneak peak into the world of class. Steppaz cover hip hop dance styles
SESSION, which you can catch in the including locking, popping and breaking.
Bernie Grant Arts Centre courtyard on Abena explained that Steppaz started
22 – 30 June. Dan Canham of Still House because Stacey McKnight, their founder,
This June, LIFT are holding their
biennial festival of international theatre
across London. Halfway through their
six year Tottenham programme, LIFT
have commissioned three Tottenham
Original pieces: SESSION, Nightwalks
with Teenagers and Small Wonders,
a brand new co-commission with the
internationally renowned theatre makers
Punkdrunk and Bernie Grant Arts Centre.

Abena told us that SESSION will be ‘a
blast of energy, vibrance and texture...
We’ve got older dancers, mixed with
younger dancers, mixed with the band,
mixed with theatre. We’re outside - the
audience is 360... it’s this multi-faceted
show that is going to take you on a
journey. There’s going to be parts where
it’s going to be quite vulnerable, quite
open and relatable to everybody... I’m so
excited.’

SESSION rehearsal with Steppaz

Crystal: ‘Dancing and exploring different
parts and seeing how everybody’s
culture is different.’
Shimari: ‘Dancing in new places and
it’s a good opportunity to experience a
different level of dance’
Empire Sounds is a music production
house, and they have a studio based in
the Bernie Grant Enterprise Centre. They
cover everything from artist management
and development, production, recording,
training and events (they used to run the
99p Show, a popular night at the Bernie
Grant Arts Centre which sold out each
month - they once had to turn away
over 200 people when they were over
capacity!)

Photo: Jalaikon

LIFT festival of international theatre
comes to Tottenham

community... Putting her with three-yearolds she adapts so well’.

Empire Sounds first started from a shed
in Josh’s parents garden. They have
worked with artists across a range of
genres including afrobeats, hip hop and
RnB.
Josh also runs studio sessions with
young people in the area. ‘We tried to
make [the studio] a place people could
visit and be cool, be alright and express
their creativity.’

LONDON’S PREMIERE FESTIVAL OF INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE

TAKING PLACE ACROSS THE CITY’S MAJOR VENUES + HIDDEN SPACES THIS SUMMER

COME AS YOU ARE
LIFTFESTIVAL.COM • #LIFT2018
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Tottenham UpLIFTers

we had some Congolese artists with us...
they were doing back flips and all sorts.
Dan was like, “oh my gosh, this is like a
massive party - music, fun and dancing,
all in one space”.’

The performance will involve a live band
playing alongside the performers. Josh
told us ‘the band is made up of people
who’ve come through Empire Sounds...
[they] are all young but they’ve got skills.
The name SESSION came from Empire It’s a nice vibe... It’s great to see how the
Sounds as they always say ‘let’s book a band plays and the dancers respond.’
session’. Mekel explained ‘Dan Canham...
came to see a session. He was meant Mekel and Josh are both looking forward
to come for a little while and ended up to ‘seeing the audience chill and vibe and
staying until about 4am. In the session he enjoy our sound.’ DT can’t wait to see
saw dancing, we had a BBQ outside and them in action.
DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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Tottenham Original Performances
SESSION
22 – 30 June
Bernie Grant Arts Centre Courtyard
Nightwalks with Teenagers
1 – 3 June
East London
Small Wonders
2 June – 13 July
Bernie Grant Arts Centre
For details on the full programme
and other events across the city, visit:
liftfestival.com/whats-on/

Things to do: Tottenham’s music venues
£5 for a Margarita.
Opening times
Everyday from 5pm, Fridays from 6pm
What’s on?
Theatre on Monday to Friday. Private
daytime events on Saturday and Sunday.
facebook.com/styxspace for listings

New River Studios 199 Eade Rd, N4 1DN

New River Studios are a not-for-profit
venue, cafe and bar, complete with their
own music rehearsal spaces, private
studios and radio station (199Radio).
They opened in 2015, and are part of
an ongoing project, UK Music Rehearsal
Spaces. Their second and neighbouring
events and exhibition space, ExFed, will
soon be opening permanently.
Food & Drink
Tea from £1, beer from £3.50. Daytime
bagels and sandwiches, pizza from 6pm.
Opening times
9am – midnight
Rehearsal spaces 8am – 6pm £7.50 per
hour. 6pm onwards £12.50 per hour.
What’s on?
Skronkfest on 4 August, Static
Shock punk fest in the autumn. For
full
listings
visit
facebook.com/
newriverstudioslondon

DISCOVERINGTOTTENHAM.COM
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Five Miles 39B Markfield Rd, N15 4QA

At Five Miles you’ll find a cafe, bar,
brewery and nightclub with custom-built
sound system. Deano Jo of Five Miles
explained, ‘I am a North London boy and
Turnpike Lane, Wood Green and Seven
Sisters were my teenage stomping
grounds. Some friends of friends had a
recording studio complex called Ten87
and, when they had secured a big
warehouse opposite, they reached out
to us about running a cafe and bar for
their tenants. We convinced them to let
us open a nightclub.’
Food & Drink
Craft beer from £5, food from Torshi
Opening times
See page 8
What’s on?
Let’s Go Swimming, Darkroom, Don’t
and Rhythm Section in the club. Daytime
Party Fun Day Awesome Fest on 25
August with food, record sellers and
DJs. fivemiles.london for listings.

Styx 5 Ashley Rd, N17 9LJ

This converted ambulance repair depot
is co-run by Josh Nawras and Felix
Mortimer. The pair had been running a
theatre company and producing plays
across London for five years when the
space was proposed to them by Nick
from The Mill Co Project. They took it on
and produced and put on a play which
ran for six weeks, later adding a cocktail
bar. It fast became a popular summer
hangout spot for Tottenham locals, and
they now put on lots of productions, gigs
and events.
Food & Drink
Craft can £4.50, pint for £5, £8 for a
cocktail. Try the rum punch! Pizza from

awareness of Help Musicians helpline
Music Minds Matter. You’ll also find
Grow Tottenham next door.
Food & Drink
Beers from £4. Two for £10 on selected
cocktails every day 5-7pm. Brazilianinspired barbecue, all you can eat for
£20 (only available at certain times).
Pizza from June.
Opening times
Weds & Thurs 5pm-12pm, Fri 5pm5am, Sat 12pm to 5am, Sunday 12pm
to 12am.
Events
Official launch on Friday 25 to Sunday
27 May. residentadvisor.net for listings.

Bones & Pearl 60-68 Markfield Rd, N15 4QF

Bones & Pearl were originally looking for
a sister to their music studio on Holloway
Road when they fell in love with the
space. As it was previously an art studio,
they decided to keep it as an arts and
events space.
Food & Drink
Craft ale can £3.50, double JD and coke
£6.50. They also make a mean Rum
Punch. Everything from Texas style to
vegan barbecues in their Car-B-Que (in
the boot of a BMW that has been sawn
in half).
Opening times
Open until 2am Friday and Saturday
What’s on?
Bad Art, art and music curated by
Anna Choutova, 2 June. Henri Herbert,
virtuoso rock n’ roll pianist of The Jim
Jones Revue, 28 September. Listings on
facebook.com/bonesandpearl

Others to watch...
The Cause Down Lane Studios, Ashley Road, N17 9LZ Antwerp Arms (antwerparms.co.uk),
Formerly a former mechanics’ depot,
The Cause is Tottenham’s newest
nightclub and workspace offering. The
club is donating 40% of it’s profits to
Mind In Haringey, Calm (Campaign
Against Living Miserably) and is raising
18

Balabam
(balabam.co.uk),
Bernie
Grant Arts Centre (berniegrantcentre.
co.uk), Blighty India (blightycafe.
co.uk/tottenham/),
Craving Coffee
(cravingcoffee.co.uk), Tottenham Cafe
Connect (tottenhamcafeconnect.org)
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